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CONCLUSIONS 
 

 2016 received a title 'Practising Tradition in Performer Training: a Critical 
Approach'. Intense programme gave an impulse to share thoughts and opinions but, 
as initial feedback shows,  not necessarily gave full opportunity to common 
discussion about „critical approach” to main questions and theses.  

 

Now after some time we would like to go back to the moment of IPPT discussions in 
January 2016 and try to sum up as well as create a field for additional comments. 
Hopefully, It will be easier now, with some perspective.  

 This document is an attempt to summarize discussion during the general 
meeting (January 31st, 2016) and to put additional comments, which were expressed 
during the whole conference. We can find few areas of reflections, which correspond 
with participants' choices of perspectives due to performer's training research. The 
general meeting was dominated by following areas: practical aspects of education 
process; problem of roots and questioning or not questioning authorities of 
performer’s craft; training in postdramatic theatre and other performing arts. Those 
topics were pointed out rather than thoroughly discussed. Question remains whether 
they should be taken into consideration as a proposal for future meetings. Definitely, it 
would be good to go over some them again.  

We present a short description of each topic below, based on conclusions and 
prominent individual voices recalled from the general meeting.  

Eventually we post some of the matters and clues that were discussed in relation to 
organising future IPPT sessions.  

 

We will be very grateful for all your comments for this document, for sharing your 
ideas and any other feedback.  

 

 

Education 

 

In area of education following issues were discussed: 

− Circumstances of the training in formal education (models of education and 
models for training inside formal education; nowadays struggles with students; 
teaching process; relation between teacher and student; teacher's and student's 
responsibility for the training); 

− Incoherence of formal education to needs of training as a base for artistic process; 

− Informal education (individual research, studio tradition, training with a master, 
finding cultural sources of practices); 



− Clash of perspectives (therefore goals) on education: institutions answering to 
governmental authorities versus teachers and researchers, versus students-future 
performers. Education shouldn't be only about tools for directors – it should be 
independent process preparing independent artists in their own craft. 

− Process and methods of teaching as a subject of inquiry:  

How traditions could be used as a pedagogical objects? „Sharing tradition” versus 
„teaching”. Sharing is when a person is sharing his/her experience (comfort and 
independence of learner’s work is included). Teaching is when we have a figure of 
'teacher' with all prerogatives. 

 

Problem of roots of performers craft 

 

In this area there was visible distinction between the need of finding precise roots and 
authority of tradition (how to find tradition, how to bring right context, academic 
research, wider context of cultural studies; why we need reference to tradition so 
badly? ) and the need for authority among individual research, to be a testimony to 
your own work (according to the previous voice: sharing tradition is not the same as 
teaching tradition).  

 

Voices: 

� Question of relation between possibility to choose tradition and the awareness of 
the sources? 

� Importance of choice – context of who is talking from which perspective; we need 
to ask about context every time we discuss topics of tradition. 

� Tradition is a story. We have to find its relationships to culture. There was not 
enough time during platform to really discuss differences and challenges. What 
real research is being done? We should have more time to share and compare 
experiences. 

� We clearly pick traditions, we do compilations, we play with tradition. Why do we 
want to be doctrinated? Picking tradition is still worth serious consideration. 

� Confusion is good. Instead of treating tradition as boxes we should focus on HOW 
we connect TO tradition.  

 

Conditions of professional development   

 

Training considered as a tool to achieve some particular professional goals or 
developed as an answer for a precise need. Is such utilitarian use of training 
(trainings from different traditions) considered a problem? Specializations and 
disciplines among theatre – how different areas of theatre (postdramatic theatre was 
brought up) and other performing arts (dance, performance) utilize training? There is 
a need to broaden representation of different performing arts at the IPPT. Important 



social contexts of performer's work – women work (their presence and representation 
in research and history). 

 

Voices: 

� Distinction is required: training designed by actor for actor/himself (it emphasizes 
connection with own body and condition) vs. training designed by director for 
actor (in connection with a vision of director's theatre). „My own daily training 
doesn't need an idea of theatre – only self awareness. Training for a studio – it's 
not a vision of the theatre but there is a strong vision of an actor’s profile. 

� Different perspective – choreographer, contemporary dancer: Dancer is willing to 
be his own director. It is a natural situation for a dancer – responsibility for 
training lays completely on oneself so, naturally, boundaries between directing 
and acting are overcome. 

� We have a wide spectrum of topics – from „training as a tool for performing” to 
„training as a research”. So term „actor's work” is a tricky term. It includes both - 
taking and not taking responsibility for preparing future generation. Many 
important problems to consider, like for ex. problem of sexuality. 

 

 

ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES FOR FUTURE IPPT SESSIONS 

 

1. Organising common discussion 

 

Strong need to change in the formula of discussion was expressed.  

 

Arguments: 

 

- Too much personal stories not enough critical reflection. We need more directed 
conversations in the future, focused on developing a subject. 

- There was not enough time during platform to really share, discuss and compare 
differences and challenges according to different cultures. 

- Training is substantial problem but we live in such a big (theatre) world. It's 
schizophrenic situation – inside presentation everything is clear but in summary 
everything is blurry. Maybe it's the nature of such discussions? 

- There are advantages and disadvantages of long list of voices in the big circle - 
there is a need to reconsider the mode of discussio n and the means and aims 
of moderation. 

 



Proposed solutions: 

 

− Open network – discuss topics at the beginning of I PPT. Launch the group 
engaged in preparation before platform – aim is to create dialogues instead of 
monologues, to establish key topics. We should share difficult questions and main 
topics at the beginning not at the end of platform.  

− Resign from big circle – long table (few people to discuss) is better,  more 
eye-contact, better flow. About long table here: 
http://publicaddresssystems.org/projects/long-table/  

− Other people can be included through new technologies (live comments) . Is it 
possible to create a cloud for comments and continue discussion? We will need 
technical support for that. 

− We need to work longer between sessions with a group of students to 
appreciate practical work solutions (instead of having practice just as a 
decoration). 

− Different levels of discussion but do not split them into separate sessions. What 
would be the key to split the group for discussion? Supporting question: In which 
aspect I would like to give opinion? 

− Different organisation of the day: in the morning –  practice, in the afternoon 
– comments, in the evening – networking . 

 

Regardless of these proposals we agree that the hosting institution is like a curator - it 
makes a final decision who should be invited, what is the format of discussions and 
how to split the groups into panels. 

 

2. How to proceed with documentation and archiving? 

 

For the first time there was video recording done for all the sessions. It raised 
following issues:  

− Concerns about legal conditions – who has legal own ership of the materials.  

− Availability  of papers and other materials. Every participant should take 
responsibility for sharing papers (through own pages, platforms, etc.). However we 
agreed that only formal presentations / papers will be submitted online and 
available in open access. Other materials like video from discussions may be 
available only to researchers within legal frames of hosting institution.  

 

Action item: Please, send opinions and any additional comments about this topic to 
Malgorzata Jablonska at malgorzata@grotowski-institute.art.pl 

 



3. How to extend the reach of the platform to countries and art areas not represented so 

far? 

 

There is a strong need to broaden perspective by inviting new people, people 
representing different countries to balance the representation and also people 
representing different performing arts. There are also many theatrical landscapes 
which haven't been represented - diversity is important. 

 

Proposed solutions: 

 

− Sharing contacts  and find other people also from the same institutions. 

− Everyone should take responsibility to inform about the platform for example 
during other conferences. 

− Problem of support – The Platform should be interes ted to give back 
something to the hosting institutions.  It goes alongside the issue of defining 
topics before the platform – people have to refer to some direct topic only than we 
can develop some solutions or proposals. 

− Framing of the Platform has a big impact. 

− European context first, the rest of the world – it depends on join decision 

− Paulina: What about finances? Especially for foreign participants. 

− Not having paper shouldn't be equal to not being on the platform – meeting 
should be a value itself . 

 

Action item: We form a group to work on spreading i nformation: Mark Evans, 
Małgorzata Jabło ńska, Adriana La Selva  

 

4. Future hosts of IPPT 

 

IPPT 2017 - School of Theatre and Professorship in Performative Processes 

Utrecht University of the Arts (HKU), Netherlands. Contact person: Katerina Bakatsaki 

 

IPPT 2018 - KASK, School of Arts, Ghent, Belgium. Contact person: Jan Steen  

 

5. Any Other Business and Ideas For Future Hosts 

 

− Performances presented during the IPPT should somehow be connected to the 
topics of the platform. There can be a curator group. 



 

− Can we create a group focused on the topic of institutional support for the IPPT? 
How should the platform function for the benefit of the institutions so we 
encourage them to engage in hosting IPPT?  

 

− How to explore new areas and at the same time continue some of previous topics: 
performance training, pedagogy, embodiment/disembodiment? 

 

− Open invitation to make website alive, to use option of commenting, to add 
content. 

 

− Ben Spatz is launching Embodied Research group in the International Federation 
for Theatre Research (https://www.iftr.org/)  

 

− Proposal for next IPPT: co-teaching as a form of me eting (we need more 
time and practical space). 

 

*Feedback from first time IPPT participant 
 

By Anna Duda,  
doctoral candidate at the University of Silesia in Katowice,  

member of the IPPT 2016 Wroclaw Team 
 

Strenght: 

Experienced researchers and performers are presenting their work – giving the 
impulse to consider tradition in many different context and aspects, sharing materials 
(videos, practice presentations), making networking possible (ability to join activities 
during the whole platform). It was also a meeting of 'professionals' and 'beginners' (or 
just people with different period of research behind them :-)), which helps to present 
different moments of research among the same area.  

 

Weaknesses: 

Without precise map of topics in final programme it is hard to get any shared field for 
conversations. It seems longer and more extensive preparation before the platform is 
needed from the chairs and hosting organisation to better facilitate cooperative 
engagement of participants. Not enough time for networking and direct discussions 
leave people without conclusion and it blurry the main idea of platform (to share 



experiences, comments and underline main directions, tendencies, of course with 
whole diversity of point of views).   

 

Opportunities:  

Discussion about new solutions for framing platform (for ex. bringing new topics, 
expanding platform on new countries and communities, more variety in forms of 
discussion) can be a breaking point for many participants to really enrich their 
research, make new collaborations, create a platform for exchanging models of work 
according to performer training. International Platform for Performer Training is a 
unique initiative and it can bring very good basis for shading more light on  
importance of performers’ training in many contexts, in different communities 
(independent and repertoire studios and theatres, universities, acting schools, etc.) to 
give opportunity to exchange experiences. In my opinion unique value of the platform 
is breaking two stereotypes – non-practicing theorists and non-theorizing 
practicioners. This practical-theoretical identity of platform gives many opportunities to 
support both communities and show strong links between them. Maybe it will be also 
good to involve into platform new technologies – not only to support the process of 
common discussions during platform (according to Mark James Hamilton’s 
suggestion – live comments, additional comments, links, publishing formal papers, 
etc.) but also to spread information about platform to other interested people, not only 
potential participants but also „followers” (researchers, students, actors, etc.). 

 

Threats:   

Wide range of definitions:  

− „tradition” (from saving tradition to completely transforming the source, different 
levels of awareness of tradition, different meanings of identity, tradition on different 
levels – closed communities, local, national, international, global; tradition as a 
personal process – tradition as heritage or historical process, etc.), 

− „training” (educational aspect, theoretical research within aesthetics, training in 
artistic work, individual vs. group process, psychological aspect vs. not taking 
responsibility for psychological aspect, etc.)  

− or „performer” (different theatrical landscapes, types of theatre, performing arts 
etc.)  

It causes a constant problem with choosing limited number of topics which can be 
discussed during few days of platform and which will be interesting for all of 
institutions / organisations / people involved in platform project. Changing hosting 
institution create possibility for new formats but it also requires finding the way to 
communicate and share ideas and needs of all involved instead of following particular 
interests of each of the institution. Also without constant, well planned and shared 
promotional activities the platform might become closed conference without new, 
fresh perspectives and circulation of people instead of the working group that it can 
be for the common benefit. 


